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Abstract
Recent approaches to goal recognition have progressively relaxed the requirements about the amount of domain knowledge and available observations, yielding accurate and efficient algorithms. These approaches, however, assume that
there is a domain expert capable of building complete
and correct domain knowledge to successfully recognize an
agent’s goal. This is too strong for most real-world applications. L AT R EC applies modern goal recognition algorithms
directly to real-world data (images) by building planning domain knowledge using an unsupervised learning algorithm
that generates domain theories from raw images. We demonstrate this approach in an online simulation of simple games,
such as the n-puzzle game.

rectly on real-world data, rather than using a domain expert
to describe domain knowledge.
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Goal recognition is the task of identifying the desired goal
of an agent by observing its behavior in an environment.
Plan recognition approaches aim to identify the specific plan
to which the observed agent has committed to perform to
achieve a particular goal. Most approaches for goal and
plan recognition rely on planning theories, which require
a substantial amount of domain knowledge (Ramı́rez and
Geffner 2009; Pereira, Oren, and Meneguzzi 2017). However, such approaches assume that a domain expert can provide a correct and complete domain knowledge for the algorithm to successfully recognize an agent’s goal. The dependence on an expert limits the applicability of such algorithms
in many real-world domains, so recent work has relaxed
such requirements (Pereira, Pereira, and Meneguzzi 2019;
Pereira et al. 2019).We overcome this limitation in L AT R EC1
by building planning domain knowledge using an unsupervised learning algorithm to generate domain theories from
raw images. L AT R EC uses the learned domain knowledge
on traditional goal recognition techniques (Pereira, Oren,
and Meneguzzi 2017) to recognize the correct intended goal
from image data. Our domain knowledge is automatically
generated using a transition function derived from a state
representation learned by auto-encoder. Thus, our approach
ultimately applies modern goal recognition algorithms diCopyright c 2019, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
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Demo video: https://goo.gl/CQoa9Y
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Figure 1: Pipeline of planning and goal recognition.

Goal recognition in Latent Space
Planning algorithms are based on the factored transition
function that represents states as discrete facts. This transition function is traditionally encoded manually by a domain
expert, and virtually all existing plan recognition approaches
require varying degrees of domain knowledge in order
to recognize observations (Pereira, Oren, and Meneguzzi
2017). Automatically generating such domain knowledge
involves at least two processes: converting real-world data
into a factored representation (i.e., predicates for the planning process); and generating a transition function (i.e., the
set of possible actions in the planning domain) from traces
of the factored representation. A recent approach by Asai
and Fukunaga (Asai and Fukunaga 2018) uses an autoencoder (Vincent et al. 2008) neural network to automatically generate domain models from images of simple games
and problems. The neural network uses an encoder to convert an input image into a discretized representation. Our

encoder receives 42x42 black and white images and outputs
a 6x6 latent representation activated by Gumbel-Softmax
(Jang, Gu, and Poole 2016). The decoder reconstructs the
input image from the discretized representation.
Images processed through the encoder become bit vectors
that provide analogues for states comprising propositional
attributes. Sequences of such propositional states implicitly
represent sequences of action executions, which, in turn, allow us to infer a PDDL domain by comparing states before
and after the execution of such implicit actions. We use bitwise comparisons from the states before and after an action
to infer preconditions and effects for a number of unique
actions, and then try to group unique actions together to account for potential noise in the actions. Thus, we compute all
the elements of a PDDL action and call this process Action
Learner, as illustrated in Figure 1 (b).
To be able to plan using this domain we generate a planning problem by providing two images to the auto-encoder:
one corresponding to the initial state and one corresponding to the desired state. This, in turn, allows us to generate a goal recognition problem as formalized by previous
work (Ramı́rez and Geffner 2009) and apply off-the-shelf
goal recognition techniques2 , such as (Ramı́rez and Geffner
2009; Pereira, Oren, and Meneguzzi 2017). The output of
such techniques is a list of goals ordered by probability of
being the correct one. We then decode the recognized goal,
obtaining its image representation using the decoder. We illustrate this process in Figure 1(c), and detail the process
in Amado et al. 2018.

Application Overview
L AT R EC is a desktop application implementing our approach for recognizing goals in latent space. The user can
start a “New Game”, “Reset” the current game or “Solve”
the puzzle, where all steps to solve the puzzle are displayed.
The user should solve the puzzle by playing the board with
blue tiles, where the navy tile containing “0” indicates the
tile that the user is allowed to move. At the right side, the
system outputs the three most likely goals that the user is
trying to achieve. L AT R EC initially generates a randomly
sorted sequence of blue tiles representing the initial state.
Note that the moving tiles are blue to make it easier for the
user to visualize the current board configuration, but in the
background application it represents an image of the dataset.
We display the set of possible goals the user can aim to
achieve on the right side of the screen. With each move of the
user, L AT R EC generates an encoded representation of the
transition caused by the user action. After each movement,
L AT R EC uses the goal recognizer to compute which are the
most likely goals for the given action sequence. Finally, L A T R EC uses its decoder to convert the latent representation
to images and display them on the right side of the screen.
Figure 2 contains two screens showing the movement of the
moving tile and the updating of their ranking.
2
In this work, we used the landmark-based heuristics
of (Pereira, Oren, and Meneguzzi 2017).
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Figure 2: Application screen showing the transition of two
states and the candidate goals for the current state.

Conclusion
We developed the demo for L AT R EC, a tool that performs
goal recognition using real-world data (images). This demo
showcases the effectiveness of our approach in different
games, where the user can experiment and act as an agent
in these domains. Currently, L AT R EC can recognize goals
in three distinct games: lights-out; 8-puzzle and tower of
hanoi. As future work, we aim to incorporate our advances in
learned-model goal recognition, focusing in improving both
the quality of our PDDL extraction and the performance of
the auto-encoders we use.
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